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getting ready for that next master-level project? the free download gives the low down on this easily-upgradeable comp. these plugins are compatible with wav, mp3 and aiff files. the c6 is also available as a free download for head-fi members ! solid state logic are one of the most successful digital hardware manufacturers today. their
saturation 64 is a classic and popular compressor with a slew of presets to appeal to everyones taste. this handy fx unit has a set of 8 sliders for each band for total control over the amount of compression. the saturation 64 was later renamed to the sonys saturation 64 in 2006. softube has given its faithful recreation of the saturation 64

a makeover, and it now bears the name drawmer saturation 64. with the thd1, softube has been able to take the proven fx unit of the sonys saturation 64 and turn it into a multiband compressor plugin. the preset sound of the classic compressor is present in the thd1, but softube has introduced a host of new features into the thd1
plugin. these include a mid/side mode and sidechain compression which recreate the effects of the sonys saturation 64 hardware. if you want to sound like a pro, then give this little puppy a try. the thd2 and thd3 are excellent quality multiband compressors, and are available in a direct preset configuration on sonics own website. in fact,

the plugins are so good, they are worth the small price tag ! if you were too busy to read our full review, take a look at our video and start playing with this plugin. one other thing that will get you hooked to this plugin is its resonance estimation quality. it is almost like you can actually see and feel the resonance being removed from a
signal. thats how transparent the plugin sounds. and because it is multiband, you can also use it for reverb simulation or even glissando easily. in short, if you are looking for a plugin that is stable, feature-rich, and has low processing time, you should definitely give this plugin a try.
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while its a little hard to identify what this compressor is on the plugin, at first glance youd be able to tell is is a
multiband compressor because of the purple and orange coloration on the graph. look for the lrn curve and the
green linear response slope with a slight bit of overshoot, along with the notch filters (this is just on windows).
one of the most natural ways to compress is when you have a compressor with a clear notch at it. the soft non-
linear compression creates just that, a soft non-linear compression. of course, if you want to compress harder,
you can dial in the ratio and apply it manually. with only a handful of parameters to mess with, you can quickly

and easily dial in different settings. for instance, it is easy to dial in a push-pull compression before the final
compression and have a more defined compression sound. the plugin has two knobs. the first knob is for the

compression, the second one the ratio. by dialing in one of the settings for each knob, you can adjust the ratio.
finally, there are three buttons to control the resonance. more on those below. softube describes this as a

great compressor and our technical advisor confirmed that it delivers a compressor with an extremely
transparent sound. in our testing, we found that it is not the best at the job of putting the compressor on the
problematic frequencies. however, it lets them through in a way that does not really throw the ears off. the

echo/notch is an extremely useful filter. it adds a smooth mid-side and or limiter effect. the filter has a 9-band
graphic eq that is very useful when you want to adjust the frequency response. if you leave the filters at 0,

then you get a multiband compressor. 5ec8ef588b
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